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Three experimentsexaminedthe dynamicattributesof timbre by evaluatingthe role of onsetsin
similarity judgments.In separateexperiments,subjectsheard completeorchestralinstrument
tones,the onsetsof thosetones,and toneswith the onsetsremoved ("remainders"). Ratingsfor
completetonescorrespondedto thosefor onsets,indicatingthat the salientacousticattributes
r,,• complete*,,-,• •,• p•,•,-,* •* ,h,• ,,-•,•, Ratings for .... •*• *..... •...........
•
*•
thosefor remainders,indicatingthat the salientattributesfor completetonesare presentalsoin
the absenceof onsets.Subsequentacousticanalysesdemonstratedthat this pattern of similarity
was due to the centroidfrequenciesand amplitudeenvelopesof the tones.The resultsindicate
that the dynamicattributesof timbre are not only presentat the onset,but alsothroughout,and
that multiple acousticattributesmay contributeto the sameperceptualdimensions.
PACS numbers: 43.66.Jh, 43.75.Cd [WDW]

INTRODUCTION

Timbre is commonly defined as the attribute which
allows a listener to discriminate

two sounds with the same

pitch and loudness.It allowsa listenerto discriminatebetween tonesplayed by a trumpet and a violin when they
have the samepitch, loudness,and duration. This definition, though, leaves the acousticbasisfor timbre almost
completelyundefined.Any acousticattribute that doesnot
exclusivelycontributeto the perceptionof pitch, loudness,
or duration could contributeto the perceptionof timbre.
Perceptualresearchhas tried to determine which of
thesepossibleacousticattributesare most salientby using
similarity scaling techniques.In these experiments,subjects rate on a numerical scalethe similarity of all possible
pairs of a set of tones. Multidimensional scaling (MDS)
(Shepard, 1962a,b; Kruskal, 1964a) convertsthese similarity judgmentsto a map of the tonesin a low-dimensional
geometricspacewheredistancesin the spacecorrespondto
perceivedsimilarity. This techniquerevealsrelationships
betweenthe tones that are difficult to observedirectly from

thesimilarity
ratings.Researchers
examine
theMDS map
of subjects'judgmentsand attempt to find acousticattributesthat correspondto relationshipsbetweenthe tones.
This techniqueallows researchersto isolatea small number
of acousticfactorsthat contributeto the perceptionof timbre.

In all similarity scaling experimentswith natural
tones,the relative amplitudesof low- and high-frequency
harmonicsin the static spectrumhave contributedto similarity judgments (Grey, 1975, 1977; Grey and Gordon,
1978; Wessel, 1979; Krumhansl, 1989). Grey and Gordon
(1978) were successfulat quantifying this acoustic attribute. They found that the mean frequency (centroid) of
the spectra correlated highly with similarity judgments.
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Thus the centroid frequencyis one of the main contributors to the perceptionof timbre.
Similarity scaling studieson natural tones have also
found dynamic attributes are salient. Wedin and Goude
(1972) ran a seriesof experimentson tape-recordedmusical instrument tones. In one experiment, they played subjects complete tones, and in another they removed both
onsets(first half second) and decays (last half second) so
that most dynamic variation was absent.Although the ratingsfor the two setsof toneswere quite similar, there were
some subtle differences.

Some tones with

similar

attacks

and dissimilarspectrasoundedlesssimilar when the transitions were removed.

Some tones with

dissimilar

attacks

and similar spectrasoundedmore similar when the transitions were removed.Additionally, static-spectralmeasurements accountedfor a greater proportion of variance for
edited tonesthan for completetones.
Wedin and Goude (1972) did not make measurements

of dynamic acousticattributes,so it is difficult to determine
exactly what aspectof the transitionsinfluencedsimilarity
judgments.It is uncertain,for example,whether the differencesin judgmentswere due specificallyto the removal of
attacks, or if they were due to more global effectsof removing temporal variation. Still, the resultsindicate that
dynamic attributesof somesort influencedjudgments.
Other researchershave tried to identify specificdynamic attributes. In contrast to centroid frequency, these
dynamic attributes have been more variable between studies, and have been considerablyharder to quantify. Grey
( 1975, 1977) found two dynamic attributes that contributed to similarity judgments:the spectral synchronyand
fluctuation of the tones (most often at the onsets), and the

presenceor absenceof low-amplitude, high-frequencyenergy at the onsets.Additionally, Grey (1975; Grey and
Moorer, 1977) found that removingthe low-amplitudeenergy at the onsetsmade the tonessoundlessrealistic.Wessel (1979) found that similarity judgmentsrelated to the
"bite" of onsets.Krumhansl, Wessel,and Winsberg (reported in Krumhansl, 1989) determinedthat the rapidity
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of the attack and spectralfluctuationinfluencedsimilarity
judgments. Although these dynamic attributes have not
beenconsistentor easyto quantify, it seemsthat the onsets
are particularly important.
Experimentson the identificationof musical instruments support this conclusion.Clark et al. (1963) found
that removingsteadystatesand decaysdid little to impair
identification,but removingattacksgreatly decreasedidentification accuracy.Even subjectshearing only the first 60
ms of eachtone were able to make relatively accurateidentifications. Similarly, $aldanha and Cerse (1964) found
that recognitionof toneswith only an attack and an edited
steady state was as good as recognition of entire tones;
recognitiondecreasedwith deletedattacks.Other experiments have supported these conclusions(Berger, 1964;
Wedin and Geude, 1972; Elliot, 1975). Onsets seem important for the identificationof musicalinstruments.
Kendall (1986), however, claimed that onsetsand de-

TABLE I. Instruments, acoustic measurements, and references for the

tonesused in this study.
Time until

Edited
maximum
length Centroid amplitude

Instrument

(s)

(Hz)

(ms)

MUMS reference

Volume Track Index

Bassoon

2.72

1170

69

2

14

27

Cello

3.20

2853

55

1

11

28

Bb clarinet

2.51

2015

71

2

10

11

Englishhorn

2.88

2180

65

2

09

09

Flute

2.76

1579

74

2

01

01

2.12

877

61

2

19

23

Muted C trumpet

2.81

7834

69

2

17

07

Oboe

3.29

2258

55

2

08

03

Piano

3.15

1477

31

3

02

40

Tenor saxophone 2.71

1932

56

3

15

13

Tenor

2.28

1232

69

2

22

21

C trumpet

2.73

2374

61

2

16

•07

Tuba

2.73

655

67

2

25

24

2.85

2245

30

3

10

01

French

Tubular

horn

trombone

bells

caysare not important when tonesare presentin musical
contexts.He examinedthe recognitionof three instruments
playing musicalpassages
with legate transitions.Removal
of the transitionsdid not changerecognitionaccuracy,but
removal of the time-variant steadystatesdid decreaseaccuracy. Recognition accuracy also decreasedwhen the
time-variant steady states were replaced by static steady
states. He concluded that the time-variant steady states
were necessaryand sufficientfor recognitionof instruments
playing musicalsequences.
It is difficult, though, to compare the results of this study to previousrecognitionexperiments.The legate transitionsmay have made the onsets less distinctive, and thus less important for
recognition.Also, editing the steadystatesmay have introduced anomaliesinto the sequencesthat could have independentlydecreasedaccuracy.
The main goal of the experimentsreportedhere is to

Vibraphone

2.00

1569

17

3

06

08

Violin

3.27

2035

64

1

01

06

isolate the dynamic attributes that contribute to timbre.

2. Apparatus

Because

onsets have

most

often

been identified

as the

sourcefor dynamicattributes,the first stepwas to evaluate
what effect onsetshave on similarity judgments.In separate experiments,subjectsmadejudgmentsof completeorchestral tones (experiment 1), onsetsof those tones (experiment 2), and of tones with onsets removed
(experiment 3). Comparing the results of these experi-

dynamic complexityof natural tones.Second,thesetones
are publicly available,so it should be relatively easy for
other researchers to evaluate

and extend our results.

A. Method

1. Subjects

Subjectswere nine membersof the Cornell University
community who participated in the 1-h experiment for
coursecredit. All subjectswere amateur musicians.

The toneswere recordedand reproducedby a DigiDesign Audiomedia digital audio board controlledby a MacintoshIlcx microcomputer.They were played over a single high-qualityspeaker.Subjects'responses
were entered
and recordedusingthe microcomputerthat controlledpresentation of stimuli.

ments tested the influence of onsets on the timbre of com-

plete tones. This comparisonguided an investigationof
possibleattributes which could contribute to perceived
similarity.
I. EXPERIMENT

1

This experiment employed the similarity-scaling
method used by previousresearchers(Grey, 1975, 1977;
Grey and Gordon, 1978; Wessel, 1979; Krumhansl, 1989).
The

results

will

be used to evaluate

the role of onsets

through comparisonsto subsequentexperiments.
The tones were selectedfrom the McGill University
Master Samples(MUMS) Library (Opolko and Wapnick,
1989) of digitally recorded musical instruments. Using
thesetonesofferedtwo main advantages.First, they were
produced by traditional instruments,so they had the full
2596
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3. Stimulus

materials

The 16 tones used in the experiment were from the
MUMS Library (Opolko and Wapnick, 1989), and are
listed in Table I. Each tone was digitally sampledmonaurally with 44 100 16-bit samplesper second.Samplesthat
were longerthan 3.5 s were editedby removingportionsof
the steadystates.Care wastaken sothat the editingprocess
did not introducetransientsor other unnaturalchangesin
the tones.Table I lists the edited length of eachtone. The
frequencyof each tone was middle C (262 Hz). The amplitude of each tone was adjustedso that it registereda
peak dB meter reading of 70 dBA SPL. Careful listening
after the amplitude adjustmentdeterminedthat the tones
were equally loud. Each trial consistedof a pair of tones
with an inter-onset

interval

of 4 s.
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bar. Subjects
heardeachpair asmanytimesastheyneeded
to make their judgment.
The experimentbeganwith 8 practicepairsof sounds.
Thesepairswere randomlyselectedfor eachsubjectsuch
thateachof the 16tonesoccurredonceduringthepractice.
Subjectswereinstructedto observethe rangeof similarity
in this set of tones. They were asked to distribute their

How much would you have to changethe first sound to make it
sound

A little

like

the

second

sound?

...

responsesso that they would click near the "a little" end of

Next
Pair)

( Play
Again

FIG. 1. Response
barfor similarityjudgments.
Subjects
sawthisimageon
a computerscreen,andpositioned
andclickedthe appropriatespoton the
bar to recordtheirjudgments.
Theyclickedon the "PlayAgain"button

the bar for the smallestchanges(mostsimilar), nearthe "a
lot" endof the bar for the largestchanges(leastsimilar),
and in the appropriatespots in-betweenfor other size
changes.After the practicewas over,they completedan
experimentalsessionwith 240 trials. The trials were composedof eachpossible
pair of tonespresented
in a different
random sequencefor each subject.They were asked to
keeptheirjudgmentsas consistent
as possible
throughout
the experimentalsession.

to hearthepairagain,andclickedon the "NextPair" buttonto goon to
the next pair.

B. Results

,

and discussion

Each subject'sresponses
were put into the form of a
triangularmatrix givingthe similarityfor eachof the 120
Subjectsread that they would hear pairs of musical- pairs.averagedacrossorder. The order in which the tones
instrument
tones.For eachpair of tones,theyjudgedhow were presentedwas found in preliminaryanalysesto have
much they would haveto changethe first tone to make it
little effect.Inter-subject
correlations
examinedconsistency
soundlike the secondtone.They wereaskedto imagine of ratingsbetweensubjects.Of the 36 inter-subjectcorrethat they had a computerthat allowedthem to record a
lations,the averagewasr=0.65 (dr= 118), and eachwas
soundand changeit in any way they wanted. These insignificantat the p<0.001 level. Thus the ratingswere
structionsfocusedprimarilyon the similarityof the tones, highly consistentbetweensubjects.
but were designedto alsodraw attentionto the order of the
The ratings were averagedacrosssubjects,and anatonesin each pair. Subjectswere told that there were no
lyzed usingthe Kruskal (-1964a,b)multidimensionalscalright or wrong answers,and were instructedto basetheir
ing techniqueimplemented
in the SYSTAT
computerprojudgmentson their generalintuitionsrather than on any
gram (Wilkinson, 1987). The MDS analysis used
specific
knowledge
of instruments
or signalprocessing.
Kruskal's stressformula 1 (Kruskal, 1964a), a Euclidean
For theirjudgments,subjects
selected
the appropriate distancemetric, and a monotonicregression
function.A
locationon a continuum,shownin Fig. 1, from "a little" to
two-dimensional
solutionmodeledthe responses
with a
"a lot." A computerscreendisplayedthis continuum,and
stressof 9.9%. On thismeasure0% stressindicatesa persubjects
useda Macintoshmouseto clickat the pointon
fectmonotonicrelationshipbetweendistances
in the MDS
the bar that corresponded
to their judgment.Their respaceandsimilarityjudgments(Kruskal, 1964a).Figure2
sponses
couldfall on any of the 415 discretepointson this displaysthe solution.The horizontal dimensiontendedto
4. Procedure

iMuted Trumpet
=Cello

iViolin--

iTrumpet

iEnglishHorn
iOboe

=Piano

=Saxophone
....

1

i

,,Trombone

iFlute

=Tubular Bells

aFrench
aBassoon

Horn

ITuba

iVibraphone

__

FIG. 2. MDS solution
for similarity
judgments
on complete
tones.The horizontal
dimension
corresponds
to dynamic
attributes,
andthe vertical
dimensioncorresponds
to staticspectralattributes.
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separatethe percussiveinstruments,like the tubular bells,
from the blown instruments,like the saxophone.This was
probably due to dynamic propertiesof the tones.The vertical dimensiontended to separatethe brighter tones,like
the muted trumpet, from duller tones,like the tuba. This
was probablydue to static spectraof the tones.The acoustic correlates of these dimensions

will be examined

ßFlute

later in

Mu•ed
Trumpet

greater detail.
Even thoughthe tonesvariedsomewhatin duration,as
shown in Table I, these variations did not seem to corre-

spondto spatial relationshipsin the MDS solution.Also,
the averagesimilarity ratingswere not significantlycorre-

ßTrumpet

aPiano
-c•nnhnnn

lated with the differences in durations of the tones, r

-- --0.078 (dr- 118), p > 0.05, further indicatingthat duration did not influencejudgments.

ßViolin'
Bass½ Dr'•

ßTubular Bells

'

EnglishHorn

ß

•

-

'

.Clarinet

aTrombone
aOboe

- ßTubaaFrench
Horn
II. EXPERIMENT

2

This experimentexaminedthe perceptionof the onset
portionsof the tonesand comparedthem to the complete
tones. If the similarity of onsetscorrespondsto the similarity of completetones, then onsetsand completetones

ßVibraphone

have the same salient attributes. If, however, there is no

correspondence,
then we can concludethat onsetsdo not
influencethe similarity of completetones.
In this experiment,subjectsheard the first 80 ms of the
tonesin experiment1. This length of time capturednearly
all of the initial fluctuationof the tones.The more percussive tones had attacks shorter than 80 ms, so these edited

toneshad brief steadystates.It was necessaryto equalize
duration in this manner, becauseplaying attacks alone
would have confoundedattack rapidity and tone length.
Experimentsthat have evaluatedthe identificationof onsets have edited tones in a similar manner (Clark et al.,

1963; Saldanha and Corso, 1964). As in experiment 1,
subjectsrated the similarity of each pair of tones.
A. Method

1. Subjects

Subjectswere ten membersof the Cornell University
communitywho were each paid $4.00 for participatingin
the 1-h experiment.They were all amateurmusicians.
2. Apparatus

Same as in experiment 1.
3. Stimulus

materials

B. Results

and discussion

Each subject'sresponses
were put into the form of a
triangular matrix as in experiment1. Inter-subjectcorrelations showed a high degree of consistencybetween subjects. Of the 45 inter-subjectcorrelations,the averagewas
r-0.63 (df=118),
and each was significant at the
p < 0.001 level.
The ratings were averagedacrosssubjects,and analyzed using the multidimensionalscalingmethod used in
experiment1. A two-dimensionalsolutionmodeledthe responseswith a stressof 15.5%. Figure 3 displaysthe solution. Even though subjectsonly heard onsets,the solution
was very similar to that of completetones.The horizontal
dimensiontended to separatethe percussiveinstruments
from the blown instruments, and the vertical dimension

tendedto separatethe brighter instrumentsfrom the duller
instruments.Although the exact location of each tone is
not the sameasin experiment1, the generalpatternsof the
two solutionscorrespond.This indicatesthat the perception of onsetsand completetonesdependson similar attributes.

Each tone consisted of the first 80 ms of a tone used in

experiment 1, followed by a 10-ms linear decay from full
amplitude to silence.This decayramp preventedtransient
noisesresultingfrom the editingprocess.The amplitudeof
each tone was adjustedto 70 dBA SPL, followingthe procedureusedin experiment 1.
4. Procedure

Same as in experiment 1.
2598

FIG. 3. MDS solutionfor similarityjudgmentson onsets.The horizontal
dimensioncorresponds
to dynamicattributes,and the verticaldimension
correspondsto static spectralattributes.
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Correlations between the experimentssupport this
conclusion.The triangular matrix from experiment 1 correlatedr=0.74, p < 0.001 (df-- 118) with that from experiment 2. This correlation was made on the mean subject
ratingsrather than on the computedMDS distances,so it
is independentof the MDS algorithm.
Given the similarity of experiments1 and 2, it can be
concluded that onsetscontain many of the same salient
acousticattributes as completetones.One possibleexplanation for this is that listeners attend only to onsetswhen
P. Iverson and C. L. Krumhansl: Musical timbre
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making similarity judgments on complete tones. Before
concludingthis, it is necessaryto examinewhat effectremoving the onsetshas on similarity judgments. Only if
removing the onsetssignificantlychangesjudgmentscan
we concludethat listenersare basingtheir judgments of
completetonessolelyon the onsets.

ß

Muted Trumpet

ßTrumpet

ß

aOboe

Enghsh..Horn.

•:•axopnone

III. EXPERIMENT

ß Tubular

3

Bells

ßV•ohn

I

=Clar,ne[
ßTrombone

I

This experimentassessed
the perceivedsimilarity of
aFrench

tones with the onsetsremoved ("remainders"). If similar-

ity judgmentsof remainderscorrespondto similarityjudgmentsof completetones,then remainderscontainthe same
salient attributes as completetones. If there is no correspondence,then we can concludethat remaindersdo not
greatlyaffectthe perceptionof completetones,and that the
relationshipbetweenexperiments1 and 2 dependson attributes presentonly at the onsets.
In this experiment, subjectsheard the tones used in
experiment 1 with the first 80 ms removed.As in experiments 1 and 2, subjectsrated the similarity of each pair of
tones.

Subjectswere nine membersof the Cornell University
communitywho were each paid $4.00 for participatingin
the 1-h experiment.They were all amateur musicians.
2. Apparatus

Same as in experiments1 and 2.
materials

The toneswere edited versionsof thoseusedin experiment 1. Each tone had the first 80 ms deleted,and began
with a 10-mslinear onsetramp from silenceto full amplitude. This onsetramp preventedtransientnoisesresulting
from the editing process.The amplitudeof each tone was
adjustedto 70 dBA SPL, following the procedureusedin
experiment 1.
4. Procedure

Same as in experiments1 and 2.
and discussion

Each subject'sresponseswere put into the form of a
triangular matrix as in experiments1 and 2. Inter-subject
correlations showed high consistencybetween subjects.
For the 36 inter-subject correlations, the average was
r--0.64 (df-118),
and each was significant at the
p < 0.001 level.
The ratings were averaged acrosssubjects,and analyzed usingthe multidimensionalscalingtechniqueusedin
experiments1 and 2. A two-dimensionalsolutionmodeled
the responses
with a stressof 13.4%. Figure 4 displaysthis
solution.Even thoughthe onsetswere removed,the results
were very similar to those for both complete tones and
onsets.The horizontal dimensiontended to separatethe
2599

iTuba
aFlute

ßV•braphone

FIG. 4. MDS solutionfor similarityjudgmentson remainders.The horizontal dimensioncorrespondsto dynamic attributes, and the vertical
dimensioncorrespondsto static spectralattributes.

instruments.

1. Subjects

B. Results

Horn

aBassoon

percussivetonesfrom the blown instruments.The vertical
dimensiontendedto separatebright instrumentsfrom dull

A. Method

3. Stimulus

mPlano
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Correlations

also demonstrated

this

corre-

spondencebetween the results of the experiments.The
mean triangular matrix from experiment 3 correlated
r=0.92 (df= 118). /• < 0.001 with experiment 1, and
r=0.75 (df= 118),/• <0.001 with experiment2. Thus ratings on remainderscorrespondquite closelywith thoseon
completetones and onsets.
A multiple correlationwas run with the resultsof experiment 1 as the dependentvariable and the results of
experiments2 and 3 as independentvariables.This yielded
a multiple R=0.924. Both judgments on remainders
[t(117)= 15.488,p <0.001] and on onsets[t(117) =2.389,
p < 0.05] significantlycontributedto the model. Although
judgments on onsetsand remaindersboth correspondto
judgments on complete tones, judgments on remainders
account for more variance.

As in experiment 1, the averagesimilarity judgments
were not significantlycorrelated with the differencesin
tone durations, r=0.032 (df=118), p>0.05, indicating
that duration differencesdid not influencejudgments.
In summary, removing the onsets did not greatly
changesimilarityjudgments,and removingthe remainders
also had little effect. Thus, the salient attributes for com-

plete tonescan not be isolatedto either onsetsor remainders. This con'strainsthe problem of finding acousticattributesthat contributeto perceivedsimilarity.
IV. ACOUSTIC

ANALYSES

Two types of attributescan accountfor the pattern of
results found in this study. First, acoustic attributes that
are relatively constantthroughoutthe tonescould potentially accountfor similarity. For example,the spectramay
be similar at the onsetsand remainders.Second,multiple
acousticattributescould contributeto a single dimension
of similarity judgments. For example, dynamic attributes
of the onsets and remainders

could have the same relative

P. Iverson and C. L. Krumhansl: Musical timbre
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Cello

,

5,000

,

10,000

Muted Trumpet

,

15,000 20,'000

0

5,000

Hz

10,'000 15,000 20,000
Hz

15,000

20,000

Hz

Tubular

Tuba

5,•00

10,000

5,000

Bell

'i(•','•)•)'•)"
1•,000 20,000
Hz

FIG. 5. Frequencyspectrafor selectedtones.The horizontaldimensionscorrespondto frequency,and the verticaldimensionscorrespondto amplitude
(in arbitrary linear units). The muted trumpet tone has unusuallystronghigh-frequencyharmonics(high-centroidfrequency),and the tuba hasquite

Weakhigh-frequency
harmonics
(low-centroid
frequency).

effect on similarity, although these attributes could be
acoustically different. An examination of the acousticsof
the tonesshouldhelp identify which typesof attributesare
salient.

Interpreting the "brightness"dimensionof the similarity judgments was relatively straightforward. Previous
studies (Grey, 1975, 1977; Grey and Gordon, 1978; Wessel, 1979; Krumhansl, 1989) have demonstrated that the
centroidfrequencycorrespondsto one dimensionof timbre
judgments.A Fourier transform (Press et al., 1988) was
performed on each entire tone, and frequency centroids
were calculatedon the linear frequencyand amplitudevalues. It was calculated by summing the products of the
amplitude and frequencyvaluesfor each component,and
dividing this by the sum of the amplitudes.Table I lists
centroidfrequencies,and Fig. 5 displaysspectrafor example tones.
To examinethe effectof centroid on the experimental
results, the centroid frequencieswere correlated with the
vertical dimension of each MDS solution. Additionally,
triangular matrixes were formed by calculatingthe difference in centroid frequenciesfor each pair of tones, and
these matrixes were correlated with the raw similarity
judgments.The centroidfrequencyfor completetonescorrelated r=--0.70 (df= 14), p<0.01 with the vertical dimension of the MDS solution, and the differences in cen-

troid frequency correlated r= 0.23 (df= 118), p < 0.05
with the raw similarityjudgments.The centroidfrequency
for onsetscorrelated r=--0.61 (df=14), p<0.05 with
2600
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the vertical dimension of the MDS solution, and the dif-

ferences in centroid frequency correlated r=0.25 (df
= 118), p < 0.05 with similarity judgments. The centroid
frequencyfor remainderscorrelatedr=--0.75 (df= 14),
p < 0.001 with the vertical dimensionof the MDS solution,
and the differences in centroid frequency correlated
r=0.34 (df-- 118), p < 0.001 with similarity judgments.
Centroid frequencycontributedto judgmentsin each experiment.
Centroid frequencywas similar for the completetones,
onsets, and remainders. The centroids of the complete
tonescorrelatedr=0.95 (df= 14), p < 0.001 and r-- 1.00
(df = 14), p < 0.001 with that of the onsetsand remainders, respectively.Additionally, the centroidsof the onsets
and remainderscorrelated r=0.95 (df=14), p<0.001.
This demonstratesthat centroid frequency is relatively
constant throughout each tone. Since this attribute is salient for similarityjudgments,it is not surprisingthat ratingsfor completetones,onsets,and remaindersare similar.
The other dimension of the similarity matrixes was
somewhatharder to identify, but it seemedto correspond
to how the amplitude of each tone changesover time. An
amplitudeenvelopewas calculatedfor each tone by taking
the rms of the original wave form and the Hilbert transform of that wave form (Bracewell, 1965), and low-pass
filtering it at 20 Hz. This method calculatesthe amplitude
at each point in the soundwith better temporal resolution
than other techniques.Figure 6 displaysthe amplitude envelopesfor example tones.
P. Iverson and C. L. Krumhansl: Musical timbre
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FIG. 6. Amplitudeenvelopesfor selectedtones.The horizontaldimensionscorrespondto time, and the verticaldimensionscorrespondto amplitude(in
arbitrary linearunits). The tubularbell hasa rapid attack and a gradualdecay,while the tuba has a more gradualattack,a relativelyconstantsteady
state, and a rapid decay.

Quantifyingthe salientaspectsof the amplitudeenvelope presenteda problem,becauseno singleattributecould
accountfor similarityjudgments.Onsetshave very different dynamicqualitiesthan remainders.For onsets,tonesto
the left of the dimensionincreasedin amplitudemore rapidly than those to the right. For the remainders,tonesto
the left of the dimensionfell in amplitudegradually,and
tonesto the right of the dimensionstayedrelativelysteady,
then had a rapid decay. Becausea single attribute could
not account for judgments, multiple attributes were
sought.
A Euclidean distancemetric measuredthe similarity
of each pair of amplitude envelopesfor complete tones.
This metriccalculatedthe rms of the amplitudedifferences
betweenenvelopes.The completetoneswere of somewhat
differentlengths,so only the middle 1.5 s of the envelopes
were compared.This measurementcorrelatedr=0.76 (df
= 118), œ< 0.001 with similarity judgmentson complete
tones,and r=0.56 (df= 118), p<0.001 with thoseon remainders.We tried various simplifying formulations,but
failed to adequatelyisolatea singleaspectof the amplitude
envelopesthat mostcontributedto similarity. It seemsthat
general differencesin amplitude envelopescontribute to
similarityjudgments.
We also calculated

the Euclidean

distance between

amplitudeenvelopesof eachpair of onsets.This correlated
r=0.47 (df= 118), p < 0.001 with similarityjudgments.
We isolatedthe time until maximumamplitudeas the fac2601
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tor most contributingto this correlation,and thesevalues
are listed in Table I. The time from the start of each tone

to its maximum amplitude level correlated r=0.79 (df
= 14), p < 0.001 with the dynamic dimensionof the MDS
solution.Calculatingthe differencebetweenthesetimes for
each pair of tones formed a triangular matrix, and this
correlatedr=0.55 (df=118), p<0.001 with the similarity judgmentsof experiment2. The rapidity of the attacks
appearedto be most salientfor similarityjudgmentsof the
onset portions.
Although no singleattribute can accountfor the dynamic dimensionof experiments1, 2, and 3, the general
differencesin amplitude envelopescorrespondedto similarity judgments.The Euclidean distancebetweenamplitude envelopesof completetonescorrelatedr=0.806 (df
= 118), p < 0.001 with differences in the time until
maximum amplitude of the onsets, demonstrating that
toneswith similar attackstend to have similar amplitude
envelopesfor the rest of the tones. Even though onsets
have very different dynamic propertiesthan remainders,
the relativesimilaritiesof their amplitudeenvelopesremain
the same.

Multiple regression'analysesfurther compared the
measurementsof acoustic attributes to similarity judgments.For similarityjudgmentsof completetones,differencesin centroid frequencies[t(117) = -- 6.246, p < 0.001]
and Euclidean distance between amplitude envelopes
[t(117) = -- 15.118, p < 0.001] each significantlycontribP. Iverson and C. L. Krumhansl: Musical timbre
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uted to judgments,and had a multipleR =0.824 [F(2,117)
= 124.015,p • 0.001]. For judgmentson onsets,differences
in centroid frequencies[t(117)=--4.752, p•0.001] and
differencesin the time until maximum amplitude[t(117)
= -- 8.399, p • 0.001] each significantlycontributed to
judgments, and had a multiple R=0.645 [F(2, 117)

=41.710, p •0.001]. For judgmentsof remainders,differencesin centroidfrequencies[t(117) = --6.471, p • 0.001]
and Euclidean distance between amplitude envelopes
[t(117) =- 10.230, p • 0.001] each significantlycontributed to judgments,and had a multipleR =0.724 [F(2,117)
= 66.476,p • 0.001].
These acoustic measurements accounted for a substan-

tial portionof thevariance
in similarity
judgments,
although some of the variance was unexplained.An improved fit to the data might have been obtained if the
measurementswere based on psychologicalmeasuresof
spectral and amplitude discrimination.Also, additional
acousticattributes,which we did not quantify, could have
made somesmall contributionto judgments.Last, someof
the unexplainedvariance may have been due to random
variation of responses.In any case,the acousticattributes
we quantifiedaccountedquite well for the judgments.
The acoustic attributes

were similar to those found in

previousstudiesemployingsimilarityjudgments.Centroid
frequencyhas consistentlybeenfound to influencesimilarity judgmentsin previousstudies(Grey, 1975, 1977; Grey
and Gordon, 1978; Wessel, 1979; Krumhansl, 1989), and
it was also influential in this study. Studies(Wessel, 1979;

Krumhansl, 1989) have found that attack rapidity influencesjudgments. Our dynamic dimensionwas similarly
relatedto attackrapidity, althoughthe Euclideandistances
betweenamplitude envelopeswere also related to this dimension.

We did not find, however,an influenceof spectralfluctuation or high-frequencyonsetenergylike that found by
Grey (1975, 1977). Due to the inclusion of percussive
tones,our set of toneshad a greater range of amplitude
envelopedifferencesthan the tonesusedby Grey (1975,
1977). It is possiblethat this increasedthe salienceof amplitude envelopes,and this may have obscuredmore subtle
dynamic attributes. Additional acousticattributes may be
more salientin setsof toneswith more homogeneousamplitude envelopesand frequencycentroids.
Although the acousticattributesof this studyare comparableto previousstudies,it is difficult to directly compare similarity ratings. Our study employedinstruments
usedin previousexperimentsby other researchers,
but the
tones used in other studiesmay have actually been quite
different.Different tonesfrom the sametype of instrument
can havequite differenttimbres,sincetimbre is dependent
on factors such as register,loudness,and playing technique.Thus it cannotbe assumedthat tonesplayedby the
same instrument

in different studies also had the same tim-

bre.

v. CONCLUSION

Three main conclusions can be drawn from these ex-

periments.First, the attributesthat are salientfor timbrai
2602
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similarityjudgmentsare presentthroughouttones.Similarity judgmentson completetonescorrespondedboth to
those on onsets and remainders. Second, centroid fre-

quencycontributesto similarity judgments.This attribute
remainsrelativelyconstantthroughouteachtone, so it can
not be localized to any particular part of a tone. Last,
differencesin amplitudeenvelopesalso contributeto similarity judgments.Although no singlefeature of theseamplitude envelopeswas isolatedas contributingto the similarity judgmentsof completetones,the generalpattern of
similarity persiststhroughouteach tone. Tonesthat have
similar onsets also have similar

remainders.

Theseconclusions
raisesomeimportantissuesfor timbre perceptionresearch.It may be that similarityand identificationjudgmentsare basedon different attributes.As
detailed in the introduction, researchers (Clark et al.,

1963;Saldanhaand Corso, 1964;Berger, 1964;Wedin and
Goude, 1972; Elliot, 1975) have found that identification
relies on onsets. Identification

is accurate if listeners hear

onsets,and poor if they don't. For the similarityjudgments
in the presentexperiments,onsetsdid not havethis special
status.Also, the completetones,onsets,and remaindersin
our experimentsdid not seem equally recognizable.The
completetoneswereeasilyrecognizableand natural sounding. The onsetssoundedlessnatural, but were identifiable.
The remainderssoundedsimilar to the completetones,but
the lack of natural onsetsmade it harder to identify the
blown instrumentsin particular. The similarityjudgments
did not reflect these differencesamong the three setsof
tones.

Similarityjudgmentsmay rely on the comparisonof
grossacousticattributes,but identificationjudgmentsmay
rely on acoustic attributes that are more informative of
their source.Acoustic characteristicsof the onset may be
uniquely important for determiningif an instrumentwas
struck, blown, or bowed, but gross acoustic differences
may be lessinformative. The centroid frequencychanges
for different noteson the same instrument (Sandell, 1991),

and differentplayingtechniqueschangethe amplitudeof a
tone over time. These differenceswould affect similarity
judgments,but they would probablynot affectthe identification of those tones. Thus the results from similarity
judgmentsmay not be important for determiningwhat aspectsof the acousticsare mostimportantfor identification.
The pattern of resultsin this study would not necessarily generalizeto a different set of tones. For example,
tones could be synthesizedwith attributes of their onsets
uncorrelated

with attributes

of their remainders.

The on-

sets and remaindersof these tones would then produce
different patterns of similarity judgments.For the tones
usedhere, however,judgmentson onsetsand remainders
did correspond.It is possiblethat the salientacousticattributes for natural tones generally correlate throughout
their duration.A•surveyon the acousticsof naturaltonesis
neededto test this possibility.
The suggestion
that multipleacousticattributesof timbre lead to the sameperceptallowsfor interestingcomparisonsto speechperception.In speechperception,disparate
acousticattributescan lead to the samephoneticdistincP. Iverson and C. L. Krumhansl: Musical timbre
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tion. For example, aspiration noise, formant transitions,
and vowel length all correspondto voicing (Lisker, 1957).
This is taken as evidencefor the claim that speechis processed differently than other sounds since there is no
"purely acoustic" reason for combining these attributes
(Repp, 1982). Our work suggests
that a similar combining
of acousticcuesmay occur for timbre. Although dynamic
attributes of onsetsand remaindersare acousticallydifferent, they lead to similar perceptions.This work is insufficiently developedin itself to seriouslychallengetheoriesof
speechperception,but it suggeststhat disparateacoustic
cuesmay be equivalentin nonspeechsounds.
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